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What is this workshop about?

This workshop explores ways of presenting and experiencing ‘objects’ (for example, 2D/visuals, 3D, 
sounds).  

1. We will look at modes of audience experience. 

2. We will investigate ways for arranging objects in space.

3. We will explore performing with objects and using objects in interactive setups and in terms of 
audience participation.
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Image credits: Striner, A., Azad, S., & Martens, C. (2018). A Common Framework for Audience Interactivity. Available at: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.03320.pdf [Accessed 2 March 2019]

Now think about your own work: 

What is the role of audience and how are they involved in the work?

How does their process of experiencing affect the operation of the work?

How did you design interactions in your work and how are they related to the concept?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.03320.pdf


How does interactivity affect audience experience?

According to Candy’s and Ferguson’s (2014) research on audience experience in interactive art, 

• “the inclusion of interactive art systems within live performance works has an impact on the 

process of development and structure of these new performances;

• the subjective and bodily nature of experiences…poses challenges to conventional art making 

and exhibiting/performance practices;

• feeling part of a collaborative, creative musical process seems closely related to the sense of 

control that participants have over their individual contribution”



From ‘audiences’ to ‘experiencers’

According to Robin Nelson (2010, p.10)

“In the context of contemporary arts and media, experiencer serves where audience or even “spect-

actor” (Boal) prove inadequate. It suggests a more immersive engagement in which the principles of

composition of the piece create an environment designed to elicit a broadly visceral, sensual

encounter, as distinct from conventional theatrical, concert or art gallery architectures which are

constructed to draw primarily upon one of the sense organs – eyes (spectator) or ears (audience). In

her interactive virtual reality installation, Osmose (1994-1996), for example, Char Davies dubbed her

audience “immersants”. Though it might not directly involve touch, smell or taste in addition to sight

and hearing, work which engages an experiencer draws upon Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) insight that the

body is a medium for perception of the world, and Deleuze & Guattari’s (1980) notion of “haptic space”,

which denies opposition between the senses.”



Presenting objects

Types of space: 

• Real environment i.e. outdoors/public space, indoors/exhibition space

• Virtual reality: artificial environment i.e. gaming environment

• Augmented reality: virtual objects in real environment i.e. mobile apps

• Mixed reality: interacting both with real and virtual

• Extended reality: brings together VR, AR, MR under one term

Designing a space:

• Shape: designing spaces in specific shapes i.e. shape and position of objects in relation to the shape of a 

space, projection mapping/projected visuals

• Scale: designing things smaller or larger than ourselves i.e. audience entering a room, audience looking at 

objects on a table, experiencing objects via a screen larger than them

Now think about your own work: 

What type of space are you designing and how is it structured?

How does it affect the way audience is experiencing your work?



Temporality and liveness

According to Beth Hoffman (2012, p.38), a work unfolding in time makes temporal aspects appearing to the

audience in forms that are “visible, palpable and legible…how configurations of time become meaningful not in

isolation, but in and through other material…”

Beth Hoffman considered time as “a stretch or space of continued existence…a spatial metaphor: the idea that

time is an area or expanse, a pathway, an enabling container in which the live unfolds” (ibid.)

“As it takes place (and that takes time), it also takes on the semantic connotations of the place, as an event in

and of the environment…Attending to the sound event, what takes place is a politics of presence, proximity and

relationship.” (Di Scipio, 2013-14, p. 12)

Now think about your own work: 

How does your work exist in time? Is it structured in real-time or non-real-time? Why?

How does it affect the way the work is related to a space and the way you use materials? 

How does time structure audience experience?



Case studies

‘Centralized (2018) by Candas Sisman “contemplates how authorities

manipulate perceptions and change the reality that is experienced. Such

systems in the future could be developed to easily control human beings by

adapting them to new technologies—humans may become increasingly

mechanical…Problems create solutions, solutions create problems. This

feedback loop repeats endlessly in time and space. The good news is, we are

able to experience a similar feedback system right now. So we still have time to

change the centralized system.

A sound source is situated in a cyclic structure, essentially becoming a

centralized control mechanism. Sound emanates from out of the center of a

plexiglass cube. Microphones move according to a kinetic system, constantly

changing their distance from a speaker—feedback intertwines. The sound

produced by this feedback is transmitted to three different boxes that can be

placed over the head. Each box has a sound source and different sensory

media such as light, scent and haptic material. These sensory media and

sound combine to create a hybrid experience. The participant is placed in a

nonexistent space and time, becoming part of the centralized system.”

https://csismn.com/CENTRALIZED

1. box space for audience within exhibition space + sound + light

https://csismn.com/CENTRALIZED


Case studies

‘Cave of Sounds’ by Tim Murray Brown et. Al (2018) “is an interactive sound

installation connecting music’s prehistoric origins with the technological

radicalism of the music hacker scene. It is formed of eight newly designed

musical instruments arranged in a circle around a luminescent hub. Visitors

are invited to play the instruments freely without mediation or guidance.

Cave of Sounds challenges the industrialised notion of music as a service

from producer to consumer, inviting audiences to be active explorers within a

musical ensemble. It is unusual in how it appeals evenly to young children,

teenagers, adults and seniors. Part of this is due to each instrument

combining playfulness with the depth and intentionality that invites further

creative investigation. But there is something beyond this in the atmosphere

of the work: engagement, energy and community.”

https://timmb.com/cave-of-sounds/

2. objects-instruments on pedestals + audience as ‘active explorers’ 

and performers of the work + sense of community

https://timmb.com/cave-of-sounds/


Case studies

‘Transition’ (2017) by Candas Sisman “relates to the perception of the past,

present and future of the evolutionary process. Beyond the centrality of man, he

reminds us that mankind is only a fictional element in the evolutionary process

and may not exist in the future. Instead of looking at this negative point of view

from a negative point of view, the disappearance of the human-centered world is

a natural transition process and a part of evolution. It recalls that man is in a

process of mutation together with non-human actors and only evolved into

something else.

Transition is an installation formed by vibrating 5 mirrors at different intensities.

As the vibration motors vibrate the mirrors, the viewer sees the image in a

blurred way. Vibration frequencies are different from each other, symbolizing the

evolutionary periods of mankind that cannot be read in deep time. Mirrors, which

the viewer considers the most blurred, depict the past and the future of humanity,

and the mirror which he sees the most clearly describes the present time.”

https://csismn.com/TRANSITION

3. kinetic screen-like structure + sound + audience body reflection 

https://csismn.com/TRANSITION


Case studies

'Superposition’ (2012) by Ryoji Ikeda is a

project about the way we understand the

reality of nature on an atomic scale and is

inspired by the mathematical notions of

quantum mechanics. Performers… [are]

performing as operator/conductor/observer/

examiners.

All the components on stage [are] in a state

of superposition; sound, visuals, physical

phenomena, mathematical concepts, human

behaviour and randomness - these … [are]

constantly orchestrated and de-orchestrated

simultaneously in a single performance

piece.”

http://www.ryojiikeda.com/project/superposition/

4. projections + sound + performers 

interacting with the work’s materials

http://www.ryojiikeda.com/project/superposition/


Case studies

In Tim Shaw’s ‘Ambulation’ (2016) “during a 50-minute guided walk

through a specially chosen area of the city, up to 10 participants each

wearing wireless radio headphones will receive an audio feed of live

recordings, locational radio broadcasts and electromagnetic energy

from their immediate environment. Sounds are processed, layered and

re-introduced live by the artist directly into the participants’ headphones

as the walk continues.

Using a selection of listening technologies and a variety of different

microphones a diverse range of sonic material will be collected,

processed and broadcast. A live improvisation with the immediate

soundscape that plays with memory, intuition and impulse – unique

each time it is performed.”

https://tim-shaw.net/augmented/

5. performance/soundwalk + live sound + public space + audience 

participating by following artist

https://tim-shaw.net/augmented/


Actions for your project

Create variations of the presentation of your final project in the form of models focusing on:

- Spatial arrangement

- Audience experience

- Temporality

- Interactive relationships

Write a reflection on your design and justify your choices:

- What does a specific space signify to the concept behind your work? i.e. responding critically to 

project brief

- How does audience participation and/or experience affect the way your ideas are manifested in your 

work?

- Why is interaction an essential part of the work? Where are you in the interactive process? i.e. can 

the work be completely transformed by the way audience members interact with it? Or will you have 

control over it at all times?



Additional resources to explore
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Media:

https://vimeo.com/296749202

https://alessandroperini.com/2014/12/03/face/

https://vimeo.com/75996971

https://csismn.com/KNiTT

http://verticalcinema.org/

http://fonik.dk/works/aion.html

https://www.zimoun.net/

https://olafureliasson.net/archive/exhibition/EXH101049/your-lighthouse-works-with-light-1991-2004#slideshow

https://vimeo.com/160883499
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Workshop notes and further information about 
Understanding Objects via:

https://digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/studioproject/understanding-objects/

For any questions feel free to contact me at:
e.panourgia@ed.ac.uk  


